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Metro PPA is a vibrant community of industry leaders that
empower aspiring photographers to achieve their

professional and artistic goals. We strive to increase the
social awareness of the photography industry through

education, resources, networking opportunities, 
and community outreach.

Education Networking
 

Outreach

WHO IS METRO PPA?

Kid's Photography Camp began in 2021 with a mission for
photographic education and an emphasis on fun.  

Metro PPA is introducing photography to a new
generation of photographers and artists.

 

 Focusing young minds,
 one click at a time.
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SELF-EXPRESSION 

AWARENESS

CAMERA SKILLS 

Learning new skills boost
children's self-esteem. 

 

Photography enables them to
build an understanding of

themselves, others, and the
world around them.

WHY PHOTOGRAPHY?

Gives children the opportunity to
communicate their ideas,
thoughts, and feelings through
their designs.
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CREATIVITY 

CURIOSITY

EXPLORATION

It allows children to display their
potential through creativity.

Children by nature are curious.
Photography encourages

exploration of the world around
them. 

Digital photography encourages
them to try things one way and
then a different way.

WHAT THEY LEARN
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KID'S CAMP GALLERY2022



KID'S CAMP GALLERY
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CAMP IDEAS FOR 2023  

www.metroppa.com

MACRO "BUG" PHOTOGRAPHY 

PET PHOTOGRAHY

PHOTO SCAVENGER HUNT

BASIC CAMERA SKILLS 

COMPOSITION AND POSING  

PHOTOBOOTH 

MINIATURE/TOY PHOTOGRAPHY 

SOUVENIR  GROUP  PRINT 

AND SO MUCH MORE! 

MAGIC BUBBLE PHOTOGRAPHY 
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How can you help?   

 
Sponsorship at all levels includes sponsor's logos shared on all 

social media, print materials, and advertising. 

ISO Sponsorship Level

$350

$150

$500

Shutter Speed Sponsorship Level

Aperture Sponsorship Level 
T-Shirt sponsor, small logo 

Exposure Sponsorship Level$750

Provides 1 camp scholarship
Sponsor breakfast
Sponsor logo at welcome table
T-Shirt sponsor, medium logo 

Provides 2 camp scholarships
Breakfast sponsor
Sponsor logo at the welcome table
Sponsor a teacher
T-Shirt sponsor, Large logo 

Provides 3 camp scholarships
Lunch and snack sponsor
Goodie Bag sponsor
Award sponsor
Logo on souvenir print for campers 
T-Shirt sponsor, Large logo under event sponsors

In-kind sponsorship is always appreciated. 
 

For sponsorship information, please contact Jamie Cobb
Hello@metroppa.com

(405).370.1268
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How can you help?   

 Focusing young minds,
 one click at a time.
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